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Abstract

the detected boundaries between adjacent surfaces are
distorted and noisy.
One approach to line detection in range images proposed in the literature [2] reduces the problem of line
det,ection in 3D to a 2D problem by first segmenting the range data into planar pat,ches and then finding t,he boundaries of each planar face. This is accomplished by mapping the edge points assigned to a
face into a 2D binary image arid applying a 2D Hough
transform to find stmight line segments that are the
boundaries of the planar face. This method finds the
same line more than once, since a line is a t the boundary of more than planar face of an object; thus further
processing is needed to eliminate the duplicat,es.
In t,his paper we consider a direct 3D line detection
problem stated as follows. Given a set I? of rt points in
3D space and a non-negative constant 6, determine the
line that is at a distance a t most 6 from the maximal
number of points of I?. The above problem is solved
repeatedly for the extraction of multiple lines after the
removal of the points that are found close to the best
line. For line detection in range images, the input set
r is chosen as the set of edge points.
In the following we first discuss a simple approach
to solve the 3D line detection problem that determines
the best line among all lines defined by pairs of input
points. We then present a more robust optimization
t,echnique based on tabu search that explores a larger
set of candidat,e lines. Both strategies have high computational requirement,^ and may become impractical
for applications involving large datasets of points. To
reduce the complexity of the algorithms random sample consensus (RANSAC) [I] [4] is used so that the
sea.rch can restricted to a raridom selected subset of
pairs of points.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 we describe a simple appro;tch to line detection on range images. We show that, a proper selection of edge points that only takes int,o account crease
edges may lead to better results and also speed up
the computation. In section 3 we briefly review the
tabu search paradigm for solving optimization problems and show how it can be applied to the probleni
of det,ecting lines in three-dimensional point sets. Section 4 describes a post-processing step that is needed
t o eliminate gaps present in the lines or t o remove possible duplicate lines. Finally, we conclude with future
work.

The problem of fitt,ing straight lines to a, number of
data points arises frequently in image processing and
comp~it~er
vision. In this paper, we consider two approaches to solve the line detection problem in range
images. The first is a simple 3D approach that finds
the best line among a randomly selected subset of lines
each through a pair of edge points. The second approach, based on tabu search, optimizes the fit of the
lines to the points. We present experimental results
obtained with the two approaches on range images of
polyhedral objects.

1

Introduction

The problem of fitting straight lines to a number of
data points arises frequently in image processing and
computer vision. Marly approaches have been proposed and implemented for the case of 2D images.
Successful approaches for intensity images do not necessarily represent reasonable solutions for range data.
For instance methods based on the Hough transform
and its variants are effective for 2D line det,ection for
their insensit,ivity t o noise and gaps in the lines [3].
However, since their memory and computation requirements grow with the number of paramet,ers necessary to define a geometric primitive they do not, seem
adequate for the detection of lines in 3D space.
Not. much work has been done on the detect,ion of
lines in range images; most of the research on the extraction of primitives from range data has focused on
the segmentation of data into planar patches or into
the more complex second-order degree surfaces [7].
Given an image segmented into planar regions, the
line segments can be found by tracing and linking the
boundary points between adjacent facw iri the 1a.beled
image. However, the results of such an approach are
generally not satisfactory and need to be refined due
t,o the often imperfect results of the segmentation itself. One of the common errors of the range data segment,ers is to produce over-segmentation, tha.t is multiple detection of a single surface. Furthermore, often
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2

A simple approach

the recent past froni being revisited. Other important
components of tabu search are intensification and diversification. Intensification encourages moves historically found good; diversification encourages moves to
from those seen in
solutions that differ ~ignificant~ly
t,he past.
We have applied the basic TS paradigm to the line detection problem and obtained results of better quality
than using the above simple approach. The quality of
a line is defined as number of edge points within c distance frorn the line. The method does not restrict the
lines to pass through pairs of edge points and therefore may find a bet,t,er fit of lines to points especially
for long line segments. The TS involves exploring a
dynamic neighborhood of a solution. Given a solut,iori rij, t,hat is a line segment with endpoints Pi Pj, a
"move" operation moves either or both Pi and/or Pj
in a small 3D neighborhood. More precisely, a move
changes the value of one or more coordinates of eit,her Pior Pj or both by 6 . Tabu moves correspond
t,o changes in coordinates recently applied and are excluded. Starting from an initial random solution, the
procedure repeatedly selects the best local move as the
next solution to explore. Furthermore, it keeps track
of the best known solution over t,ime and updat,es the
list of tabu moves.
The procedl~reuses diversification te~hn~iques
that
allow to consider moves not in the local neighborhood.
When the objective function remains constant over a
given time, a larger value of 6 is introduced. Furthermore, if the objectjive function does not decrease
for a number of consecutive iterations, a critical event
occurs and the search is restarted with a new initial
solution. The niet,hod continues to generate solutions
and over time the best known solution continues to
improve.
The TS for line detection has been successfully applied to reasonably small sets (hundreds of points)
from biological datasets, in particular for the determination of linear segments associated to secondary
structures in proteins. For applications in vision involving range dat,a the number of boundary points is
generally high (few thousands points) and the extra
work required to optimize the model fitting is justified when the level of noise and distortion is high and
high accuracy is required.

A simple approach to line detection selects t,he optimal
line among those that are defined by pairs of points
in the dataset. It does so by determining for each line
passing t,hrough a pair of edge points the number of
ot,her points lying within the expected measurement
error c from that line; the best line is the one that
corresponds to t,he maximum comput,ed value. The
number of pairs
is generally very large for any
reasonable value of n.. If all pairs of points have to be
considered the overall O(n3) time complexity would
be prohibitive. However, in practice a number of pairs
much less than the above is acceptable. A rclat,ively
small subset of pairs of points randomly chosen can
yield results that are within a given bound from the
optimal.
The determination of the number k of trials (pairs)
that are guaranteed to produce good results with high
probability has been considered for t,he extraction of
various parametric shapes and problems [4] [ll]The
value k is chosen as follows. Let qu be the probability
t,hat. a single randomly selected data point is within c
distance from the line. Let z be the probability that,
a t least one of the random select,ions is error-free. z is
a function of 11) and k:
Thus, the value k is given by:

In our system, the edge points are found by the scanline approximation algorithm [8, 91. There are several
edge detection algorithms developed in the literature
for range images. We have chosen the scanline algorithm because of its simplicity and it,s high execut,ion
speed. Furthermore, this edge detector finds the jump
and crease edge points. This infor~nat~ion
may bt? uscful in reducing the amount of post-processing needed
t,o eliminate duplicate lines. Jump cdges are generated by occlusion planes. A line detection algorithm
tends to produce separate lines corresponding to jump
edges on both sides of the planes; the lines are adjacent 011 the range grid, but are distant in 3D space
ant1 therefore detected as different lines. By using the
information about the location of t,he jump edges, this
problem is overcome.

3

4

Tabu search

Merging segments

The procedures described above to find the segments t,hat best fit the data may produce an oversegmentation, that is more segments than those a c t , ~ ally present in the image. To overcome this problem, a
post-processixlg phase is needed to eliminate spurious
segments or to rnerge cont,iguous segments.
Next we describe how t,o merge two 'close' segments.
The following t,wo crit,rria define close segments:

Tabu search (TS) [5, 61 is a powerful optimization
technique that has been used t,o solve a variety of complex combinatorial problems. One of the main compo~ientsof TS is the use of adaptive memory: during t,he
search, local choices are guided by the past history of
the search. R.estrictions are imposed by making reference to the memory struct,ures, which store forbidden or tabu alternatives. This prevents solut,ions frorn
440

t,hc lines corit,a,ining t,he two segrrierits have approximately the same slope.

to a matching algorithm that finds correspondences
between line segments in two 3D objects. When TS
was chosen to generate the line segments, generally a
better mat,ch was found.
As a firial note, the segments extracted by this
~nrthod(-lonot generally correspond to a valid boundary representation of an object [lo]. One necessary
condition sat,isfied by a valid boundary representation
is t,hat the boundary segments either are disjoint or
iritersect a t a common vertex. This is often violated
by the output of the algorithm. Obtaining a valid
boundary will be subject of future work.

the distance between the two segrnents is below a
given threshold.
The distance between two segments if defined as t,he
minimuni distance 1)etween the two lines containing
the segments, if this minimuni distance is achieved by
poirit,~internal to the two segrnent,~;otherwise, it is
defined as the rninirnum of the distarlces between the
clxt,reniepoirits of the t,wo segments.
Once two segmerit,s Pipj and P k 9 are found close
according to the two previous criteria, they are replaced by a single segment defiried as follows. Let
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wlir~re~uij( 1 1 1 ~~is) the riumbcr of input points within
dist.ance from Pi,Pj (9,
P I ) . In ot,lier words, a segment is given a weight t.hat is the number of edge
point,s associated to the segment,. This weighting factor penaliz~sshort or sparse segmerit,~.Let e;j (ekl )
be the unit vectors of rij ( r k , ) . The new segment r'
t,hat result,s from merging rij wit,h rkl lies on the line
t,hrough P,,, with t,hr unit vect,or e,,:

To det,ermine the endpoint,^ of r' wt3 project Pi, Pj PA.
and 0 on the line of r' and choose t,hr t,wo projections
t,ha.t are the farthest apart,.
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Experimental results

Tht. programs LD-R.ANGE and LD-R.ANGE-TABU
t,hat. implement the proposed approa.ches are written
in C. We have test,ed t.he progranls on 40 range images
of polvhedral object.^ acquired by an ABW st,r~ic:tures
light. scanncr. Fig~irc2 shows t,he o~itplitof the program using the simple approach present,ed in section
2 on t,he irnagc al)w.t,clst,.9of figure 1. Figure 3 shows
the output. of TS on t,lie samc irnagc: abw.testf.9. From
t , h ~figures, t,he improvements of the TS in terrris of
fewer fraglr1ent.ec-lsegmer1t.s arc clear. The execlition
times on a S U N Sparcstation20 are 0.3s arid 0.6s for
the simple alid TS approaches, respectively.
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Conclusions

We have presented t,wo approaches t,o t,he line detection problem in range irnages and shown results on
range images of polyhedral objects. Although the TS
requires higher execution times, the results obtained
wit,h t,his strategy are generally better than those obt,airied by a simpler st,rategy. We have used the line
segments extracted from range irnages as the inputs
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"I'he
images
are
available
from
htt~p://marathon.csee.~~sf.edu/range/segco~iip/SegComp.html.
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Figure 1. The range image abw.test.9

Figure 2. The results of the simple line detection algorithm described in section 2 on abw.test.9

Figure 3. The results of tabu search on abw.test.9

